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POWER UTILITIES/IPPS AT SECL HQ ON 03.12.2015 

 

List of participants is enclosed. 
 

At the outset, GM (S&M) extended a warm welcome to the distinguished delegates from the 

Power Producing companies present in the meeting. A Presentation was made highlighting 
coal supply scenario from SECL sources to Power Sector Consumers. 
  

CMD, SECL greeted all the delegates of the power producing units and requested them to 

express their view regarding coal supplies and issues, if any, to deliberate in the house. The 

following issues were deliberated in the session: - 
 

Quantity of coal supplied: - 

The power producers such as Lanco Amarkantak, Jindal Power Ltd, MB Power, DB Power, 

EMCO Energy expressed their concern over capping of supplies at the trigger level to power 

houses under LOA route and were apprehensive of the shortage of coal at their plants. 
 

CMD, SECL explained that SECL shall be able to produce coal only up to the level of available 

environmental clearances from the mega mines of Korba field and the production will be 

about 137 MT. Whereas SECL has contracted quantity of 141 MTPA with power houses apart 
from the commitments to non-power consumers and offer through e-Auction. Compounded 

with fructification of additional FSA including enhanced PPA etc., and Coal transport logistic 

constraints from Mines to the Rail heads, it was necessitated to regulate the supplies upto 

70% of the ACQ from Korba Field instead of 87% of ACQ as was being supplied upto Oct’2015 

to power houses under LOA route. Hence, it is inevitable to regulate the supplies to the level 
of trigger level, which is 108 MT in the current year, for equitable distribution of coal to all 

the power houses. Till October, 2015, SECL could supply coal more than the trigger level as 

some of the power houses did not lift coal in the 1st & 2nd Quarter of the current FY 2015-16. 
 

However, SECL has offered the balance quantity of coal from the Korea-Rewa field from a 

basket of sources comprising of G3 to G9 grade of coal and the power houses can source their 

full requirement from these sources.  
 

After detailed deliberations, it was decided that during the current month, SECL may offer 

additional coal from Korba Field on “Äs is where is basis” from lower grade mines i.e. Gevra, 

Dipika and Kusmunda of Korba Field where coal transport logistic constraints exist and the 

size being (-)250mm. Additional offer of coal upto 87% of ACQ will be reviewed on month to 

month basis by SECL. Moreover, all IPPs agreed to draw atleast 02 rakes on trial basis each 
from G3-G5 band and G6 - G8 band. IPPs also agreed to lift coal on “Äs is where is basis” 

from the mines of Korea-Rewa field based on their logistics and other operational factors. 
 

Quality of coal:- 

Power Producers though appreciated the efforts made by SECL since the last Interactive 

session held on 03.10.2015 towards improving in Quality of Coal particularly of High Grade 

coal from Korea-Rewa Field and requested to improve further upto the declared grade level. At 

the same time, NTPC, Sipat and NTPC, Korba informed that they have stopped taking 

Imported coal and with the use of higher grade coal of Korea-Rewa, their specific 
consumption of coal has been reduced by 2% to 3% by substituting Imported coal with Korea-

Rewa coal.  
 

A few Power Producers, such as, RRVUNL & GSECL, expressed that the quality of coal at 
Korea Rewa field is poor and grade slippage at many sources has been reported. 
 

SECL informed that every mine management have been advised to strictly adhere to the 
quality parameters and take appropriate steps to ensure quality supply of coal and 

discontinue excavation of any patch if required to eliminate stone/shale bands, if any. 
 

ED(Fuel), Korba (E) of CSPGCL expressed that they are not getting the declared grade of coal 
from Korba field as a result of which their consumption has gone high and coal stock level 

has fallen to alarming level.  
 

SECL informed that all the 3(Three) TPS of CSPGCL were supplied coal beyond their 

contracted quantity and from the same sources from where coal to other TPS including NTPC 

are being supplied. Since NTPC and other TPS were satisfied with the quality of coal, the 

higher consumption of coal may be due to other technical factors related to the plant. 

Moreover, another TPS namely DSPM of CSPGCL representative informed that their specific 

coal consumption had decreased from 0.73 to 0.69 tes. 
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DT(O), SECL informed that their can be slight variations in the quality of coal from time to 
time depending upon the geological formations in the coal seams, but uniformity of the 

quality is maintained without any discrimination amongst the consumers. 
 

More transparency in quality assessment of coal would be achieved after implementing 
Guidelines on Third Party Sampling at the loading end - Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

issued on 26.11.2015 by Ministry of Coal. The final modalities are being formulated by the 

Committee co-chaired by Director (Mktg), CIL and Director (Oprns), NTPC. 
 

Installation of CCTV Cameras at Sidings & Crushers 

CMD, SECL advised all concerned and Area officials to initiate immediate action for 

installation of CCTV cameras at all Sidings and contractually operated Crushers for 
monitoring and ensuring supply of Quality and sized coal free from extraneous material. 
 

Supply of sized coal :- 
M/s KSK Mahanadi raised about the oversized coal loaded from Kusmunda & Gevra mines. 

SECL informed that coal from surface miner is being fed to the siding whereby there is no 

scope of any over-sized coal. However, the Area officials were advised to keep vigilance over 

the contactor’s truck carrying coal to the sidings at both the areas.  
 

Presently SECL is supplying around 88% of coal confirming to (-)100 mm size which would be 

enhanced to 100% by 1st Jan’2016. All concerned are taking appropriate necessary action in 

this direction.  

 
Financial coverage /Price of coal at Korea Rewa field. 

Power Producers expressed their difficulties in arrangement of funds for booking of high 

grade coal from Korea-Rewa field as per the extant practice of deposition of value against 

highest grade of coal ie: G3 available in the field. SECL assured that the same shall be looked 

into by grouping coal in the bands of G3-G5 and G6-G8 so that the Power Producers are 
required to pay only the coal value at the highest grade of coal within the bands to mitigate 

their grievances. 

 

Installation of Washery at Kusmunda & Baroud:- 

SECL further informed the Power Utilities regarding installation of Coal Washeries at 

Kusmunda (20 Mill. Tonnes) and Baroud (5 Mill. Tonnes) which are likely to be commissioned 
by 1st Oct’2016. On the query of Nabha Power regarding provision for auto sampling facility in 

washeries. CMD, SECL informed that newly installed washeries will have in-built facility for 

auto sampling.  
 

Power Producers should therefore give their consent for acceptance of Washed coal from these 

washeries of SECL considering the MOEF stipulations already in place in this regard. 

 

Submission of Affidavits by the IPPs. 

SECL requested the representatives of IPPs to submit the Affidavit latest by 15.12.2015 

regarding supply of Power to the DISCOMs with whom they have valid PPA during the fiscal 

2014-15 as per the request letters which has already been sent to them individually and also 

uploaded on SECL website, failing which SECL/CIL would be constrained to take appropriate 

action. 
 

Some of the representatives of IPPs requested that they are finding it difficult to submit the 

Affidavit sworn before the First Class Executive Magistrate as prescribed by Coal India Ltd., 
and requested to allow them to submit the prescribed Affidavit sworn before Notary Public 

instead. Considering the difficulties expressed by IPPs, they were advised to submit the 

Affidavit sworn before Notary Public well within 15th Dec’2015 and thereafter arrange to 

submit the Affidavit sworn before First Class Executive Magistrate within one month. In the 

meanwhile, SECL will take up the matter with CIL for appropriate advise in the matter. 
 

SECL requested Power Utilities for clearance of coal sale outstanding dues as early as 

possible as the company has to meet its financial liabilities.  
 

CMD and DT(O), SECL further assured the consumers that improvement in coal Quality is 

continuously being monitored at the identified Areas so as to supply coal of right quantity 

and quality to our esteemed consumers particularly to the Power Producers.  
 

Session ended with vote of thanks to the Chair and Power Producers. 
 

***** 
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